
The Gospel of Matthew - Chapter 20 

The Parable of the Workers in the Vineyard 

1. Each worker agreed to be paid a denarius for the day. (v. 1-2) 

a. About how much was a denarius worth? ______________ 

2. The landowner went to the marketplace. 

a. What were the “idle” people seeking at the marketplace? (v. 3,7) 

 

 

3. The landowner made several trips to the marketplace throughout the day. 

a. What can we assume about the people who were still at the marketplace late in the day?  

________________________________________________ 

 

4. Jesus compares the story of the workers in the vineyard to the “kingdom of __ E __ __ E N”  

(Matt. 20:1) 

5. Why did the early workers become upset with the landowner? (v. 11-12) 

 

6. Jesus again emphasizes the idea of the first being L __ __ T and the last being __ I R __ T. (v. 16) 

Jesus Predicts His Death a Third Time 

1. Jesus again __ R E __ __ C __ S His death and resurrection. (v. 17-19) 

a. What is the significance of Jesus repeatedly sharing His prediction with the disciples? 

A Mother’s Request 

1. James and John wish to sit on the R __ __ H T and __ __ F T sides of Jesus’ throne. (v. 20-21) 

2. The disciples still struggled to grasp the idea of a  __ E __ V E __ __ Y kingdom. 

3. The other disciples became upset with James and John due to their __ O __ R understanding of Jesus’ 

kingdom. 

4. The disciples demonstrate their __ E L F __ __ H ambitions. (v. 24-28) 

5. Jesus teaches that those who __ E R __ E will be great. (v. 26) 

Two Blind Men Receive Sight 

1. The two men understand the __ __ W E R of Jesus. (v. 29-30) 

2. Despite their disability, the two men were not   __ __ __ R I T U __ L L Y blind like the Pharisees. 


